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Toward a Comprehension
Challenge, Using
Crowdsourcing as a Tool
Praveen Paritosh, Gary Marcus

I Human readers comprehend vastly
more, and in vastly different ways, than
any existing comprehension test would
suggest. An ideal comprehension test for
a story should cover the full range of
questions and answers that humans
would expect other humans to reasonably learn or infer from a given story. As
a step toward these goals we propose a
novel test, the crowdsourced comprehension challenge (C3), which is constructed by repeated runs of a three-person game, the Iterative Crowdsourced
Comprehension Game (ICCG). ICCG
uses structured crowdsourcing to comprehensively generate relevant questions
and supported answers for arbitrary stories, whether fiction or nonfiction, presented across a variety of media such as
videos, podcasts, and still images.

A

rtificial Intelligence (AI) has made enormous advances,
yet in many ways remains superficial. While the AI scientific community had hoped that by 2015 machines
would be able to read and comprehend language, current
models are typically superficial, capable of understanding sentences in limited domains (such as extracting movie times and
restaurant locations from text) but without the sort of widecoverage comprehension that we expect of any teenager.
Comprehension itself extends beyond the written word;
most adults and children can comprehend a variety of narratives, both fiction and nonfiction, presented in a wide variety
of formats, such as movies, television and radio programs,
written stories, YouTube videos, still images, and cartoons.
They can readily answer questions about characters, setting,
motivation, and so on. No current test directly investigates
such a variety of questions or media. The closest thing that
one might find are tests like the comprehension questions in
a verbal SAT, which only assess reading (video and other formats are excluded) and tend to emphasize tricky questions
designed to discriminate between strong and weak human
readers. Basic questions that would be obvious to most
humans — but perhaps not to a machine — are excluded.
Yet is is hard to imagine an adequate general AI that could
not comprehend with at least the same sophistication and
breadth as an average human being, and easy to imagine that
progress in building machines with deeper comprehension
could radically alter the state of the art. Machines that could
comprehend with the sophistication and breadth of humans
could, for instance, learn vastly more than current systems
from unstructured texts such as Wikipedia and the daily news.
How might one begin to test broad-coverage comprehension in a machine?
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In principle, the classic Turing test might be one
way to assess the capacity of a computer to comprehend a complex discourse, such as a narrative. In
practice, the Turing test has proved to be highly
gameable, especially as implemented in events such
as the Loebner competitions, in which the tests are
too short (a few minutes) to allow any depth (Shieber
1994; Saygin, Cicekli, and Akman 2003). Furthermore, empirical experimentation has revealed that
the best way to “win” the Turing test is to evade most
questions, answering with jokes and diversionary tactics. This winds up teaching us little about the capacity of machines to comprehend narratives, fictional
or otherwise.
As part of the Turing Championships, we (building
on Marcus [2014]) would like to see a richer test of
comprehension, one that is less easily gamed, and
one that probes more deeply into the capacity of
machines to understand materials that might be read
or otherwise perceived.
We envision that such a challenge might be structured into separate tracks for audio, video, still
images, images with captions, and so forth, including
both fiction and nonfiction. But how might one generate the large number of questions that provide the
requisite breadth and depth? Li et al. (forthcoming)
suggest one strategy, focused on generating “journalist-style” questions (who, what, when, where, why)
for still images.1 Poggio and Meyers (2016) and Zitnick et al. (2016) suggest approaches aimed at testing
question answering from still images. Here, we suggest a more general procedure, suitable for a variety of
media and a broad range of questions, using crowdsourcing as the primary engine.
In the remainder of this article we briefly examine
what comprehension consists of, discuss some existing approaches to assessing it, present desiderata for
a comprehension challenge, and then turn toward
crowdsourcing and how it can help define a meaningful comprehension challenge.

What Is Human Comprehension?
Human comprehension entails identifying the
meaning of a text as a connected whole, beyond a
series of individual words and sentences (Kintsch and
van Dijk 1978, Anderson and Pearson 1984, Rapp et
al. 2007). Comprehension reflects the degree to
which appropriate, meaningful connections are
established between elements of text and the reader’s
prior knowledge.
Referential and causal/logical relations are particularly important in establishing coherence, by
enabling readers to keep track of objects, people,
events, and the relational information connecting
facts and events mentioned in the text. These relations that readers must infer are not necessarily obvious. They can be numerous and complex; extend
over long spans of the text; involve extensive back-
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ground commonsense, social, cultural, and world
knowledge; and require coordination of multiple
pieces of information.
Human comprehension involves a number of different cognitive processes. Davis (1944), for instance,
describes a still-relevant taxonomy of different skills
tested in reading comprehension tests, and shows
empirical evidence regarding performance variance
across these nine different skills: knowledge of word
meanings; ability to select the appropriate meaning
for a word or phrase in light of its particular contextual setting; ability to follow the organization of a
passage and to identify antecedents and references in
it; selecting the main thought of a passage; answering
questions that are specifically answered in a passage;
answering questions that are answered in a passage
but not in the words in which the question is asked;
drawing inferences from a passage about its content;
recognition of literary devices used in a passage and
determination of its tone and mood; inferring a
writer’s purpose, intent, and point of view.
Subsequent research into comprehension examining long-term performance data of humans shows
that comprehension is not a single gradable dimension, but comprises many distinct skills (for example,
Keenan, Betjemann, and Olson [2008]). Most extant
work examines small components of comprehension, rather than the capacity of machines to comprehend a complete discourse in its entirety.

Existing Approaches for Measuring
Machine Comprehension
How can we test progress in this area? In this section,
we summarize current approaches to measuring
machine comprehension.
AI has a wide variety of evaluations in the form of
shared evaluations and competitions, many of
which bear on the question of machine comprehension. For example, TREC-8 (Voorhees 1999)
introduced the question-answering track in which
the participants were given a collection of documents and asked to answer factoid questions such
as “How many calories are in a Big Mac?” or “Where
is the Taj Mahal?” This led to a body of research in
applying diverse techniques in information retrieval
and structured databases to question answering and
comprehension tasks (Hirschman and Gaizauskas
2001). The Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE)
Challenge (Dagan, Glickmann, and Magnini 2006)
is another competition with relevance to comprehension. Given two text fragments, the task requires
recognizing whether the meaning of one text is
entailed by (can be inferred from) the other text.
From 2004 to 2013, eight RTE Challenges were
organized with the aim of providing researchers
with concrete data sets on which to evaluate and
compare their approaches. Neither the TREC nor
the RTE competitions, however, addresses the
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breadth and depth of human comprehension we
seek.
One approach to testing broader-coverage
machine comprehension seeks to leverage the existing diverse battery of human comprehension tests,
such as SATs, domain-specific science tests, and so on
(for example, Barker et al. [2004] and Clark and
Etzioni [2016]). The validity of standardized tests lies
in their ability to identify humans who are more likely to succeed at a certain task, such as in the practice
of medicine or law.
As such, human tests are intended to effectively
discriminate among intelligent human applicants,
but as E. Davis (2016) notes, they do not necessarily
contain classes of questions relevant to discriminating between human and artificial intelligence: questions that are easy for humans but difficult for
machines, that are subjective, and so on.
Recent work on commonsense reasoning points to
one possible alternative approach. The Winograd
Schema Challenge (Levesque, Davis, and Morgenstern 2012; Morgenstern et al. 2016), for instance,
can be seen as comprehension in a microcosm: a single story in a single sentence or very short passage
with a single binary question that can in principle be
reliably answered only by a system that has some
commonsense knowledge. In each question there is a
special word, such as that underlined in the following example, that can be replaced by an alternative
word in a way that fundamentally changes the sentence’s meaning.
The trophy would not fit into the brown suitcase
because it was too big/small.
What was too big/small?
Answer 0: the trophy
Answer 1: the suitcase

In each example, the reader’s challenge is to disambiguate the passage. By design, clever tricks
involving word order or other features of words or
groups of words will not work. In the example above,
contexts where “big” can appear are statistically quite
similar to those where “small” can appear, and yet
the answer must change. The claim is that doing better than guessing requires readers to figure out what
is going on; for example, a failure to fit is caused by
one of the objects being too big and the other being
too small, and readers must determine which is
which.
SQUABU, for “science questions appraising basic
understanding” (Davis 2016), generalizes this
approach into a test-construction methodology and
presents a series of test material for machines at
fourth-grade and high school levels. Unlike the
human counterparts of such tests, which focus on
academic material, these tests focus on commonsense knowledge such as the understanding of time,
causality, impossible or pointless scenarios, the
human body, combining facts, making simple inductive arguments of indeterminate length, relating for-

mal science to the real world, and so forth. Here are
two example questions from SQUABU for fourthgrade level:
Sally’s favorite cow died yesterday. The cow will probably be alive again (A) tomorrow; (B) within a week;
(C) within a year; (D) within a few years; (E) The cow
will never be alive again.
Is it possible to fold a watermelon?

Winograd schemas and SQUABU demonstrate
some areas where standardized tests lack coverage for
testing machines. Both tests, however, are entirely
generated by experts and are difficult to scale to large
numbers of questions and domains; neither is directed at broad-coverage comprehension.

Desiderata for a
Comprehension Challenge
In a full-coverage test of comprehension, one might
want to be able to ask a much broader range of questions. Suppose, for example, that a candidate software program is confronted with a just-published spy
thriller, for which there are no web-searchable CliffsNotes yet written. An adequate system (Marcus 2014,
Schank 2013) should be able to answer questions
such as the following: Who did what to whom? Who
was the protagonist? Was the CIA director good or
evil? Which character leaked the secrets? What were
those secrets? What did the enemy plan to do with
those secrets? Where did the protagonist live? Why
did the protagonist fly to Moscow? How does the story make the reader/writer feel? And so forth. A good
comprehension challenge should evaluate the full
breadth and depth of human comprehension, not
just knowledge of common sense. To our knowledge,
no previous test or challenge has tried to do this in a
general way.
Another concern with existing test-construction
methodology for putative comprehension challenges
is the lack of transparency in the test creation and
curation process. Namely, why does a test favor some
questions and certain formulations over others?
There is a central, often-unspoken role of the test
curator in choosing the questions to ask, which is a
key aspect of the comprehension task.
Given a news article, story, movie, podcast, novel,
radio program, or photo — referred to as a document
from this point forward — an adequate test should
draw from a full breadth of all document-relevant
questions with document-supported answers that
humans can infer.
We suggest that the coverage goal of the comprehension challenge can be phrased as an empirical
statement:
A comprehension test should cover the full range of
questions and answers that humans would expect other humans to reasonably learn or infer from a given
document.

How can we move toward this goal?
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The C3 Test
We suggest that the answer begins with crowdsourcing. Previous work has shown that crowdsourcing
can be instrumental in creating large-scale shared
data sets for evaluation and benchmarking.
The major benefits of crowdsourcing are enabling
scaling to broader coverage (for example, of domains,
languages), building significantly larger data sets, and
capturing broader sets of answers (Arroyo and Welty
2014), as well as gathering empirical data regarding
reliability and validity of the test (Paritosh 2012).
Imagenet (Deng et al. 2009), for example, is a
large-scale crowdsourced image database consisting
of 14 million images with over a million human
annotations, organized by the Wordnet lexicon; it
has been a catalyst for recent computer vision
research with deep convolutional networks
(Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012). Freebase
(Bollacker et al. 2008) is a large database of humancurated structured knowledge that has similarly
sparked research fact extraction (Mintz et al. 2009;
Riedel, Yao, and McCallum 2010).
Christoforaki and Ipeirotis (2014) present a
methodology for crowdsourcing the construction of
tests using the questions and answers on the community question-answering site Stack Overflow.2
This work shows that open-ended question and
answer content can be turned into multiple-choice
questions using crowdsourcing. Using item response
theory on crowdsourced performance on the test
items, they were able to identify the relative difficulty of each question.
MCTEST (Richardson, Burges, and Renshaw 2013)
is a crowdsourced comprehension test corpus that
consists of approximately 600 fictional stories written by Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd workers.
Additionally, the crowd workers generated multiplechoice questions and their correct answers, as well as
plausible but incorrect answers. The workers were
given guidelines regarding the story, questions, and
answers, such as that they should ask questions that
make use of information in multiple sentences. The
final test corpus was produced by manual curation of
the resulting stories, questions, and answers. This
approach is promising, as it shows that it is possible
to generate comprehension tests using crowdsourcing. However, much like the standardized and commonsense tests, the test-curation process here is not
entirely transparent nor generalizable to other types
of documents and questions.
The question at hand is whether we can design
reliable processes for crowdsourcing the construction
of comprehension tests that provide us with measurable signals and guarantees of quality, relevance, and
coverage, not just whether we can design a test.
As an alternative, and as a starting point for further discussion, we propose here a crowdsourced
comprehension challenge (C3). At the root is a document-focused imitation game, which we call the iter-
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ative crowdsourcing comprehension game (ICCG), the
goal of which is to generate a systematic and comprehensive set of questions and validated answers relevant to any given document (video, text story, podcast, or other). Participants are incentivized to
explore questions and answers exhaustively, until the
game terminates with an extensive set of questions
and answers. The C3 is then produced by aggregating
and curating questions and answers generated from
multiple iterations of the ICCG.
The structure, which necessarily depends on cooperative yet independent judgments from multiple
humans, is inspired partly by Luis von Ahn’s work.
For example, in the two-player ESP game (von Ahn
and Dabbish 2004) for image labeling, the goal is to
guess what label your partner would give to the
image. Once both players have typed the exact same
string, they win the round, and a new image appears.
This game and others in the games with a purpose
series (von Ahn 2006) introduced the methodology
of input agreement (Law and von Ahn 2009), where
the goal of the participants is to try to agree on the
input, encouraging them to model the other participant. The ICCG extends this to a three-person imitation game, itself partially in the spirit of Turing’s original test (Turing 1950).

The Iterative Crowdsourcing
Comprehension Game
The iterative crowdsourcing comprehension game
(ICCG) is a three-person game. Participants are randomly assigned to fill one of three roles in each run
of the game: reader (R), guesser (G), or judge (J). Players are sampled from a norming population of interest (for example, one might make tests at the secondgrade level or college level). They should not know
each other and should be identified only by
anonymized screen names that are randomly
assigned afresh in each round. They cannot communicate with each other besides the allowed game
interactions.
Only the judge and the reader have access to the
document (as defined earlier, text, image, video, podcast, and others); the guesser is never allowed to see it.
The only thing readers and judges have in common is
this document that they can both comprehend.
The purpose of the game is to generate a comprehensive set of document-relevant questions (with
corresponding document-supported answers) as an
outcome. The judge’s goal is to identify who is the
genuine document holder. The reader’s goal is to
prove possession of the document, by asking document-relevant questions and by providing document-supported answers. The guesser’s goal is to
establish possession of the document, by learning
from prior questions and answers.
A game consists of a sequence of rounds, as depicted in figure 1. A shared whiteboard is used for keeping track of questions and answers, which are pub-
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lished at the end of each round. The whiteboard is
visible to all participants and allows the guesser to
learn about the content of the document as the game
proceeds. (Part of the fun for the guesser lies in making leaps from the whiteboard in order to make educated guesses about new questions.)
Each round begins with randomly assigning either
the reader or the guesser to play the questioner for
the round. The questioner writes down a question for
this round. The reader’s goal, while playing questioner, is to ask novel questions that have reliable
document-supported answers. As the game proceeds,
the reader is incentivized to exhaust the space of document-supported questions to be distinguished from
the guesser. The reader, as questioner, does not earn
points for asking questions that the guesser could
answer correctly using nondocument knowledge or
conclude from prior questions and answers on the
whiteboard. When the questioner is the guesser, their
goal is to ask revealing questions to learn as much
about the story as quickly as possible.
At this point we have a question, from either the
reader or guesser. The question is shared with the
other participant,3 who independently answers.
The judge is presented with both the question and
the two answers with authors anonymized and
attempts to identify which one is the reader. This
anonymization is done afresh for the next round.
The objective of both the reader and guesser is to be
chosen as the reader by the judge, so both are incentivized to ask questions and generate answers that
will convince the judge that they are in possession of
the document.
The round is scored using this simple rubric: The
judge earns a point for identifying the reader correctly, and the reader or guesser earns a point for
being identified as the document holder by the
judge.
At the end of each round, the question and the
reader’s and guesser’s answers are published on the
whiteboard. The reader’s job is exhaustively to ask
document-relevant questions, without generating
questions that the guesser could extract from the
accumulated whiteboard notes; the guesser’s job is to
glean as much information as possible to improve at
guessing.
Initially, it is very easy for the judge to identify the
reader. However, roughly every other round the
guesser (when chosen to be the questioner) gets to
ask a question and learn the reader’s and judge’s
answers to that question. The main strategic goal of
the guesser is to erode their disadvantage, the lack of
access to the document, as quickly as possible. For
example, the guesser might begin by asking basic
information-gathering questions: who, what, where,
when, why, and how questions.4 The increased knowledge of the document revealed through the questions
and answers should improve guessing performance
over rounds.

START
t3BOEPNMZBTTJHOQBSUJDJQBOUTUPSPMFTPG
reader guesser BOEjudge
t3FBEFSBOEjudgeSFWJFXEPDVNFOU

Questioner generates question
tQuestionerSBOEPNMZDIPTFOGSPNreaderBOEguesser
t2VFTUJPOFSHFOFSBUFTBRVFTUJPO

Reader and guesser answer
t3eaderBOEguesser BOTXFSRVFTUJPOJOEFQFOEFOUMZ

Judge attempts to identify the reader
tJudgeJTQSFTFOUFEUIFRVFTUJPOBOECPUIBOTXFST
XJUIBOPOZNPVTTDSFFOOBNFT SFGSFTIFEQFSSPVOE 
tJudgeBUUFNQUTUPJEFOUJGZUIFreader

Round is scored
tJudge:
readerDPSSFDUMZ
t3FBEFS JGJEFOUJýFECZjudge
tGuesser: JGJEFOUJýFECZjudge

Whiteboard is updated
t3PVOE’TRVFTUJPO reader BOEguesser BOTXFST
BOEjudge’sTDPSFQVCMJTIFEUPXIJUFCPBSE

Judge
better than
chance?

Yes

No

STOP
8IJUFCPBSEDPOUBJOTBDPNQSFIFOTJWFTFUPG
RVFTUJPOTBOTXFSTGPSUIFHJWFOEPDVNFOU

Figure 1. The Iterative Crowdsourcing Comprehension Game

The game concludes when all attempts at adding
further questions fail to discriminate between the
guesser and reader. This implies that the corpus of
questions and answers collected on the whiteboard is
a comprehensive set, that is, sufficient to provide an
understanding comparable to having read the document. There can be many different sets of questions,
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Round Questioner Question

Reader
Answer

Guesser
Judge
Answer Identification

Judge
Answer

1

Guesser

Is it a
happy story?

No

Yes

Reader
+1

No

2

Reader

What’s for
sale?

Shoes

Jewelry

Reader
+1

Shoes

3

Reader

Who were
shoes for?

A baby

Protagonist

Reader
+1

Nobody

4

Guesser

How many
characters are
in the story?

One

One

Guesser
+1

One

Reader

What’s
happening to
the shoes?

Being
Sold

Being
Bought

Reader
+0

Being
Sold

Guesser

When were
the shoes
worn?

Never

Once

Reader
+1

Never

5

ME6NT
DOCU
le:
For sa
oes,
h
baby s rn
wo
never

Figure 2. An Example Whiteboard.
Created for the document “For sale: baby shoes, never worn.”

due to sequence effects and variance in
participants. We repeat the ICCG manifold to collect the raw material for the
construction of the crowdsourced
comprehension challenge.
Figure 2 depicts an example whiteboard after several rounds of questioning for a simple document, a six-word
novel attributed to Ernest Hemingway.

Constructing the Crowdsourced
Comprehension Challenge
Given a document, each run of the
game above produces a set of document-relevant questions and document-validated answers, ultimately
producing a comprehensive (or at least
extensive) set of questions. By aggregating across multiple iterations of the
game with the same document, we
obtain a large corpus of document-relevant questions and validated answers.
This is the raw data for constructing
the comprehension test. Finalizing the
test requires further aggregation, de-
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duplication, and filtering using crowdsourced methods, for example, the
Find/Fix/Verify methodology (Bernstein et al. 2010).
This approach suggests that comprehension must be considered relative to
a population. This turns our original
goal for the challenge — full range of
questions and answers that humans
would expect other humans to reasonably learn or infer from a given document — into an empirical and crowdsourceable goal. Additionally, this
allows us to design testing instruments
tailored across skill levels, ages, or
domains, as well as adaptable to a wide
swath of cultural contexts, by sampling participants from different populations.
Figure 3 depicts the process of constructing the final test, which features
the crowdsourced collection of the
question–answer pairs.
Using the C3, a broad-coverage comprehension challenge can be constructed using crowdsourcing. By vary-

ing the population, we can construct
comprehension tests that reveal the
comprehension of second graders or
doctors. In addition, by varying the
format of questions and answers,
open-ended, multiple choice, Boolean,
and others, or restricting allowable
questions to be of a certain type, we
can construct different challenges.

Conclusions
and Future Work
Improved machine comprehension
would be a vital step toward more general artificial intelligence and could
potentially have enormous benefits for
humanity, if machines could integrate
medical, scientific, and technological
information in ways that were humanlike.
Here we propose C3, the crowdsourced comprehension challenge,
and one candidate technique for generating such tests, the ICCG, which
yield a comprehensive, relevant, and
human-validated corpus of questions
and answers for arbitrary content, fiction or nonfiction, presented in a variety of forms. The game also produces
human-level performance data for
constructing tests, which with suitable
participants (such as second graders or
adult native speakers of a certain language) could be used to yield a range of
increasingly challenging benchmarks.
It could also be tailored to specific
areas of knowledge and inference (for
example, the domain of questions
could be restricted to commonsense
understanding, to science or medicine,
or to cultural and social understanding). Unlike specific tests of expertise,
this is a general test-generation procedure whose scope is all questions that
can be reliably answered by humans
(either in general, or drawn from a
population of interest) holding the
document.
Of course, more empirical and theoretical work is needed to implement,
validate, and refine the ideas proposed
here. Variations of the ICCG might be
useful for different data-collection
processes (for example, Paritosh [2015]
explores a version where the individual reader and guesser are replaced by
samples of readers and guessers). An
important area of future work is the
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design of incentives to make the game more engaging and useful (for example, Prelec [2004]). We
believe that crowdsourced processes for the design of
human-level comprehension tests will be an invaluable addition to the arsenal of assessments of
machine intelligence and will spur research in deep
understanding of language.

DOCUMENT
such as a story,
news article,
image, video
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Notes
1. This is part of the VisualGenome corpus, visualgenome.
org.
2. stackoverflow.com.
3. One might also secure an answer from the judge, as a validity check and to gain a broader range of acceptable answers
(for example, shoes or baby shoes might both work for a question about the Hemingway story shown in figure 2).
4. The popular Twenty Questions game is a much simpler
version, where the guesser tries to identify an object within
twenty yes/no questions. Questions such as “Is it bigger
than a breadbox?” or “Does it involve technology for communications, entertainment, or work?” allow the questioner to cover a broad range of areas using a single question.
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